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The idea originally started with the writing of my MA thesis Human creativity in the 

augmented age. In the thesis the question of the future of the creative cooperation of humans 

and machines is addressed. The thesis was heavily relied on the book Are We Human? Notes 

on an Archaeology of Design by Beatriz Colomina & Mark Wigley, where the relationship 

between human and design is explored and questioned. They describe how humans create 

problem-solving tools that change the world and the notion of the ‘human’ changes with 

every technological innovation and revolution. Furthermore, they consider how design alters 

human societies, environments and everyday life. The insights offered by Colomina and 

Wigley are important for understanding the remarkable advances being made in machine 

augmentation and artificial intelligence.!

 With each technological revolution the world changes drastically, transforming 

human lives and the idea of the human. High impact events such as human agriculture, 

industrialization and recently the information age create different settings. Now at the 

beginning of the 21st century humans are in the midst of yet another revolution, one that is 

different than any other one before it. This environment is that of advancing technological 

augmentation, machine learning algorithms and future artificial intelligence. Again, the 

human needs to adjust to this changing world in a constant pursuit of adaptation. 

 When thinking about future relationships between augmented humans and machines, 

questions on the form of that relationship arise. How will these partners communicate? With 

language or some new methods? Will languages survive these changes or even be needed? 

How then might the human perspective be altered? 

 When researching these issues, I started realizing that my final project was two sided. 

At first, I wanted to explore how emerging technologies affect people and their daily lives by 

creating a platform for addressing these relationships and give them new names, essentially 

creating new Icelandic words for new scenarios relating to novel technologies. One such 

word I created was Minnúla, meaning a memory not essentially based on reality. Such a 

memory could be created for example in augmented reality (AR), or with the help of any 

other technology that might alter the user’s perception of reality. Archiving these new 

relationships and finding novel Icelandic words for them is what I wanted to address in the 

beginning of the project. 

 This then led me to speculate on the idea of how we humans filter information, how 

that quality has evolved and how new emerging technologies might exert those abilities to the 

extreme. This concept also had a personal source, a pursuit of focus for my personal creative 



process and how it might become more disciplined. I speculated on a future of human-

machine cooperation and how communications might evolve. Also, I imagined a what-if 

scenario that presented a technology that enables humans to filter selected inputs out of their 

reality. This led to speculations on how this might affect individuals and the society as a 

whole. 

 I feel these ideas work well in unison, an archive on exploring the relationship 

between humans and emerging technologies, showing the research, process and speculations, 

where the first publication is by me and then followed by other participants. Secondly the 

publication where I researched the concept of human-machine cooperation with regards to 

learning algorithms and speculated on filtering the escalating amount of generated 

information. I will therefore address both these sides of the project in the rest of this text. 

 

The archive 

 

Languages shape the way we perceive the world, this process through language is called 

linguistic relativity. Each language has some specifics that affect the way the speaker 

perceives the world. An example of this would be the amount of words Inuit have for snow, 

or how the Kuuk Thaayorre people in Australia do not use words like left and right, instead 

everything is in cardinal directions, even when it comes to time. Cognitive Scientist Lera 

Boroditsky points out in a 2018 Ted lecture how this cognitive ability is of great difference 

between languages, the ability to stay oriented.  

 If language affects the way we perceive our surroundings, might the evolution of it 

also alter some of our perceptions? What are some of the forces that push the evolution of 

language? 

 Minnúla is an archive of publications created by different participants addressing a 

personal relationship with a new technology. The archive is to document these personal 

observations in three ways, the research, the process and the translation.  As technology 

advances the human is altered. My hope is to preserve an instance of the human at a point in 

time by exploring a personal human-technology relationship. The topic is selected and 

researched, processes explored and then a future speculation made and presented in a 

publication. It is also a goal to document further such relationships from participants and 

share in an online archive. In addressing a new relationship with technology, it is my hope 

that a dialog can arise regarding the impacts these new relationships might have on our 

language, culture and on how we perceive our surroundings. Another feature in the 



publication, is that every participant suggests a new Icelandic word for a concept regarding 

their publication. 

 As a human, an animal that relies on images and words to understand its environment, 

the evolution of language might be of importance to me. According to UNESCO, and a broad 

scientific consensus, around 50 - 90 percent of languages in the world might go extinct by the 

beginning of the next century. Many of these languages, especially the small ones, like 

Icelandic, are experiencing what is called digital minoritization. This effect happens when a 

smaller language is drowned in a sea of a larger language, predominantly English, in the 

digital world.  

 Might this prediction come true? Might this scenario become even more extreme with 

the merging of augmented humans and machines? Could languages disappear altogether and 

humans evolve new ways of communication entangled in technology? In the book 1984 by 

George Orwell, the language Newspeak was a tool of oppression, or in his words, "designed 

to diminish the range of thought." 

 The Martinique philosopher, writer and poet Edouard Glissant said that there is no 

culture without cultures and in his later work expanded his focus to the impacts of 

globalization,  preferring to evolve a soft globalization instead. He suggested the term 

mondialité as an alternative approach to a global community, a softer approach, celebrating 

differences and embracing various cultures. This term could translate to a sort of world 

mentality or worlding.  

 

The human filter 

 

When we access social media, smartphones or applications are the aimed advertising and 

smart algorithms acting as a filter for the incoming information of the outside world? Do 

present digital technologies act as filters of our surroundings? Do they all convey a narrated 

version of incoming information to the users? I am intrigued by how humans perceive their 

surroundings and process information. This interest also reflects on a constant personal 

search for more effective creative processes. The project explores a personal struggle of an 

act of filtering information from considered connections. Duchamp said something along the 

lines that art is not so much about creating but about choosing.  

 The first publication in the Minnúla archive explores my personal relationship with 

emerging generative technologies, the mass amount of options they present and the personal 

task of filtering through such amount of possibilities. This, first and foremost, is an attempt to 



address my personal creative process, yet also speculate in greater context. The idea also 

presents an interesting premise around the social impact of filtering and editing information 

on a personal basis by mass involvement. In the publication the personal exploration is about 

creative processes with regards to generative algorithms, neural networks and similar 

emerging technologies. This technology offers a great number of applications and 

possibilities in generating material. 

 This narrative is about a personal interest in filtering reality through technology, limit 

my exposure and work within those limitations, as a design toolkit or a method, to address  

ADHD, procrastination and other distractions. What if I were to have some technology that 

could allow me to do this? Does that technology already exist? How might my personal 

design process look with available generative technology as well as some kind of context 

filtering tool as well? What might the main factors, in an augmented human and machine 

cooperation, that humans have to offer, be? I also speculate that some of the human flaws and 

faults might be of some use, they might offer the machines an interesting perspective.  

 How would individuals use this kind of technology, what would they filter out? Why? 

And how would society in general be radically altered by this possibility? Would it be 

beneficial for groups or individuals to be able to filter out unwanted or difficult input? How 

might this clash between different users in society? 

 Semiotics is frequently seen as having important anthropological and sociological 

dimensions. The Italian philosopher and semiotician Umberto Eco said: “Semiotics is the 

study of meaning-making, the study of sign processes and meaningful communication”. 

As a human I rely on words, symbols, images, sounds, signifiers to understand my world, 

most of my reality is symbol based. The information input I am familiar with and find of 

importance is what I use to understand my reality, as well as the human biological sensory 

instruments. This is what creates my umwelt, the world that I experience as a particular living 

organism. Eco also said that he had come to the conclusion that the world is a harmless 

mystery, only made horrible by the insane human efforts to translate it as if it had a basic 

truth to it. He also proposed that every cultural phenomenon may be studied as 

communication. 

 Might humans be regarded as a system of translation, an organic filter that constantly 

reconsiders their connection to the world? Could it be that the practice of design has evolved 

into this process of standardizing pattern recognition, narrating an idea of normality? So, 

what controls this pattern recognition? The symbols of human culture? Feelings or cognitive 

biases that are both inherent in humans from evolution or created by society and individual 



experiences? Is this chase between humans and their world changing tools sustainable? Is 

there an alternative?   

 

Process: 

  

 I set out with a number of experiments as analogies for a dialog between a human and 

smart machines. I started by creating one neural network model to generate a bulk of images 

from an input of 1200 selected images. The generated outputs I use to do experiments, some 

to translate images to text, images to sketches, to edit them or sample. The images sampled 

go through a process of elimination were certain characters of the image are discarded as a 

means of filtering. I observed, not surprisingly, that the generative preference of the model is 

heavily influenced by the selected input of images that the model uses to learn from. This 

made me explore possibilities of “recipes” for future model training experiments.  

  

Here are some of the experiments I explored: 

 

 The first experiment started with a simple sentence, artificial plant, that was fed into 

two online neural networks. One produced an image from that simple sentence, the other 

created a convincing ad campaign for “the product”. Then this image and some key elements 

from the text were translated again by me into another concept. This process of back and 

forth translation went on for about 20 times with a diversity of ideas emerging. Design can be 

considered a process of translation, or as Colomina and Wigley state: "Design is a form of 

projection, to shape something rather than find it, to invent something and think about the 

possible outcomes of that invention. This endless reshaping and speculation about possible 

outcomes is uniquely human." 

 The second one was a few experiments based on movement and cooperation. In this 

first example the objective was to work with an application, through voice control, to simply 

flip the image. The limitation was that it had to be done in steps by block samples. The 

experiment did not go smoothly and the end results were distorted but interesting. The next 

two experiment were based on tracking the movement of the hand in cooperation with an 

application in an attempt to modify an image. Then another experiment with hand movement 

to control image quality settings and color schemes. 



 The third one was an attempt to make a neural network draw buildings from simple 

input sketches from a human. The problem was clear, the neural network had been trained to 

draw cats, so the experiment resulted in houses looking like cats, cat houses. 

 The fourth one was a set of writing experiments where I wrote a sentence and a 

trained neural network wrote the following one. This experiment was interesting, the text 

fairly convincing as a whole especially with some editing. I found this helpful in creating 

material that I could then edit to my requirements. 

 The fifth one was generated text, read by me into a neural network that translated my 

voice into MIDI notes, I then edited parts of that and created some music. Another 

experiment followed where I wrote some text and had a synthesized voice read into the note 

creating model with fairly monotoned results. 

 The sixth one was without the use of neural networks. Instead I created a simple set of 

rules in cutting up words by the syllables and rearranging them into interesting and plausible 

new words. Some of these new words I then connected to imagined new scenarios of human 

and technology relationships. 

 In the speculative publication, the writing is created by generating text in two online 

generators and then specifically overstriking words to create the desired meaning from each 

sentence. The influence for this comes from the cut-up work of William S. Burroughs. The 

process is also about collecting a bulk of material through generative algorithms and found 

objects,  then downgrading it through specific sampling or filtering, the way the material is 

filtered is done by personal preference and apparent relationships to open up discussion and 

reevaluations. This is a key part in a creative process after the initial research, to process the 

found material into smaller and simpler connections serving the idea as a whole. 

 The desired content of the text is a speculative narrative focusing around a technology 

that can filter the user’s reality. This is a sort of what if scenario, what if humans would have 

some technology that could remove certain information from their realities? 

  

 I also found this small experiment vivid. A simple and common phrase translated 

from Icelandic up the language list on google translate, to English, then back to Icelandic. In 

a step of 20 translations the sentence goes from nice to meet you to I want to see you. 

 

Gaman a! kynnast "ér     - Icelandic 

Örülök, hogy találkoztunk    - Hungarian 

Zoo siab tau ntsib koj     - Hmong 



आपसे िमलकर अ�ा लगा    - Hindi 

!"#$ %&'#( )*+,       - Hebrew 

Nice e -ike i. -oe     - Hawaiian 

Yayi kyau in gan ka     - Hausa 

Nice wè ou      - Haitian Creole 

!"#$ %&'#$ (#)* +,&    - Gujarati 

/0123µ04 536 78 9:;5<    - Greek 

Ich bin froh dich zu sehen    - German 

!"#$%"$ &'()*" *$#($    - Georgian 

Encántame verte     - Galician 

Ik hâld fan dy te sjen    - Frisian 

J'aime te voir      - French 
Haluan nähdä sinut     - Finnish 

Gusto kitang makita     - Filipino 

Ma tahan sind näha     - Estonian 

Mi volas vidi vin     - Esperanto 

I want to see you     - English 

Mig langar a! sjá "ig    - Icelandic 

 

 I want to continue training neural network models on different tasks and experiment 

with the inputs they are trained on. I have started regarding these inputs as parts of a recipe, 

that I can then alter and might result in future model experiments having certain input 

formulas. This idea of a systematic process of formulas and filtering I find exciting and full 

of possibilities, something to explore further. 

 

Exhibition 

 

For the exhibition I will further explore and experiment with generated material, how it is 

made, from what inputs, how the outputs are selected, down sampled and translated. Playing 

with the idea of filters and formulas. The first publication from the archive will possibly be 

printed and hopefully more material displayed online. The concept of filtering will be at the 

forefront when working with the greenscreen concept as well as some ideas related to new 



word generating and image translations. Experiments with audio might also play over the 

whole installation. 

 

Reflection and looking ahead 

 

In this project I explore personal human-technology relationships of emerging technologies. 

It is my hope with participants to collect experiences of such relationship in an online 

archive. Also, each participant creates a new Icelandic word relating to his personal research.  

How these relationships will affect me personally and  my creative process is of interest as 

well as speculating on the public impact such new scenarios might impose. Learning 

algorithms and generative applications are tools that offer a great number of possibilities as 

well as challenges to be overcome. The project has been a personal research as well as a 

social thought experiment. I want this project to start a dialog about how emerging 

technologies and the consumption and process of information effects human lives and 

cultures.  

 In a process there is a feeling of potential, of movement and progress that sets when a 

choice is made, an exit to finite possibilities, it is difficult to choose when to solidify the 

abstract. Perhaps that is one of the key factors I have realized in this project, that some of the 

conflicts in my process are those of choosing paths and consolidating ideas. There is a lure to 

translation, an inviting place of constant options and an ending is always a negation.  

 

 

 

 

 

  



"Design always presents itself as serving the human 
but its real ambition is to redesign the human."
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